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An insightful handbook on spiritual thoughts for all, be an atheist, agnostic or a devout

An analytical comparative study of the major religions of the world

An excellent attempt to talk about dharma to the generation of this e-age

Every religion is the product of the spiritual realizations of some of the greatest human minds, the likes of whom rarely walk on this earth. Religion becomes a unifying force

when it focuses on the enlightening thoughts preached by these men; however, it tends to become disruptive when it depends on the limited knowledge of ordinary people to

interpret them. The World of Religions presents eight major religions of the world and discusses their origin, growth, and their impact on society. The chapters reveal the

greatness of every religion, all of whom aspire to integrate purity, compassion, and peace in everyday life. Contents: Foreword; Preface; The Art and Science of Religion;

Hinduism: The Religion of Inclusiveness; Buddhism: Religion of Compassion; Jainism: Religion of Asceticism; Sikhism: Religion of the Gurus; Zoroastrianism: Religion of Goodness;

Judaism: Religion of Obedience; Christianity: Religion of the Saviour; Islam: Religion of Surrender; Religion in the E-age; Acknowledgements; Select Bibliography.

• An insightful handbook on spiritual thoughts for all, be an atheist, agnostic or a devout

• An analytical comparative study of the major religions of the world

• An excellent attempt to talk about dharma to the generation of this e-age

Every religion is the product of the spiritual realizations of some of the greatest human minds, the likes of whom rarely walk on this earth. Religion becomes a unifying force

when it focuses on the enlightening thoughts preached by these men; however, it tends to become disruptive when it depends on the limited knowledge of ordinary people to

interpret them.

The World of Religions presents eight major religions of the world and discusses their origin, growth, and their impact on society. The chapters reveal the greatness of every

religion, all of whom aspire to integrate purity, compassion, and peace in everyday life.

Contents: Foreword; Preface; The Art and Science of Religion; Hinduism: The Religion of Inclusiveness; Buddhism: Religion of Compassion; Jainism: Religion of Asceticism;

Sikhism: Religion of the Gurus; Zoroastrianism: Religion of Goodness; Judaism: Religion of Obedience; Christianity: Religion of the Saviour; Islam: Religion of Surrender; Religion

in the E-age; Acknowledgements; Select Bibliography.

Samarpan is a monk and a teacher whose talks on Indian scriptures have a stirring presence in electronic media. The author's learning, at the feet of his masters, and his own

understanding of the religious issues have crystallized in the form of this book. He is also a well-known author, who has written extensively in both Hindi and English. His first

book was Tiya - A Parrot's Journey Home, followed by Param, Junglezen Sheru, Carving a Sky. His recent contribution is the highly acclaimed treatise, Living Hinduism:

Scriptures, Philosophy, Practices.
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